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Seed Vigor vs. Germination
COLUMBUS, Ohio - If your field stand this spring doesn't quite match up with the

germination test number, Ohio State seed scientist Miller McDonald wouldn't be at all surprised.

McDonald says many seed purchasers are unaware that germination tests are done under ideal

conditions and may not reflect actual field germination results. Germination tests are done at 78

degrees Fahrenheit on sterile paper towels - a far cry from the stressful situation that many seeds

will be placed in this spring.

Many things can go wrong physiologically with a seed before it stops germinating. McDonald

explains that growth rate, standability, and uniformity will all be affected before germination stops.

To measure these problems, seed growers and marketers use vigor tests, including the cold test,

which consists of placing the seed in cold, wet soil conditions similar to a field. McDonald

encourages seed buyers to ask for cold test results and to use these figures to compare seed lots

from the same company.

McDonald feels that cold test results should be printed on the seed bag, but many companies

worried about variations in testing are reluctant to print the results on the label. While the standard

germination test can be replicated anywhere in the world with the same expected results, the cold test

can vary among testing laboratories.

John Armstrong, Ohio Seed Improvement Association secretary/manager, says adding the cold

test results to the seed label would be a "regulatory nightmare." The truth in labeling law requires all

seed label information to be regulated and tested, but cold test results are difficult to duplicate since

the test is not fully standardized, he says. Armstrong says seed laboratory testing protocols vary in

planting technique, growing medium, quantity of water and the type and number of pathogens

present.

Despite the problems in reproducibility, Armstrong still agrees that the cold test is an important

test - especially since earlier planting has been a trend in recent years.

"If I were farming I wouldn't go to the field without the cold test results," Armstrong says.

McDonald agrees that the test has flaws in reproducibility, but thinks farmers should know about

the test's value in assessing seed quality. No matter what test is used, field conditions will still
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